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of criminal justice in British India shall have effect as if the
Occupied Territories were a district in the Presidency of
Bombay'. This section, taken with the Code as a whole, tends
to confirm the impression that valid as were some of the reasons
advanced at the time for the introduction of the new legal system,
the most cogent reason was the underlying desire to pave the way
for the painless absorption of lower Mesopotamia to India.
The belief, apparently held at this time, that the Indian
system introduced by the Code was no more foreign to Turkish
Arabia than the Turkish system which it replaced,l and that
therefore the change was acceptable, seems scarcely in accord-
ance with the facts. As Sir Edgar Bonham-Carter, head of the
Judicial system in Mesopotamia, 1917-21, has pointed out:
The present organization of these Courts and the Codes
(of the Turks) have been in force for more than a generation,
and indeed some of the Codes date back to a much earlier
date. The people are accustomed to them, and are accus-
tomed to regulate their transactions by them. This is
especially true of the Baghdad mercantile community ...
Lawyers and Government officials have been trained in the
procedure of the Courts and use of the Codes.8
The same statement could hardly be made concerning the
Indian Laws, none of which were available either in Arabic or
in Turkish when introduced. Even the Code was not translated
into Arabic for some time following its introduction. Only
four of the several score of Indian Laws had been translated
into Arabic at the end of 1917, a fact which called forth a
protest from the retiring Senior Judicial Officer, Lieut.-Colonel
S. G. Knox.3 With the introduction of the Code, Arabic became
the official language in the Courts, a measure popular to the
people. Its use, however, was not entirely new. A circular from
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